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1. Definition of Matter. Matter is anything that occupies
space or has weight. It may exist in any one of three states;
namely, solid, liquid, and gaseous. Iron, stone, and wood are
examples of solid matter, and water, oil, and mercury are
examples of liquid matter. Air a nd its chief components,
oxygen and nitrogen, arc examples of gaseous matter. One
body may, under different conditions, exist in all three states.
For example, mercury, which at ordinary temperatures is a
liquid, becomes a solid or freezes at approximately 40° centigrade (C.) below zero and a vapor or gas at approximately
360° C. above zero.

2. Molecules and Atoms.-All forms of matter a re composed
of a large number of minute particles called molecules, and
these molecules are composed of still smaller particles called
atoms. For example, a molecule of water is composed of two
atoms of hydrogen and one atom of o>.:ygen.
A molecule may be defined as the smallest particle of matter
t hat can exist without changing its nature. Further division
produces atoms, which are considered as the smallest particles
that can be obtained by chemical means. Atoms unite to form
a mass or body. A mass or body that contains only atoms with
the same general properties is called an element as, for example,
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gold, iron, or hydrogen. A mass or body composed of molecules that contain atoms of different chemical properties is
called a compound; for example, wood, water, or common table
salt.

atom that is electrically balanced in this manner is called a
normal atom. Such an atom exhibits no electrical characteristics, as, for example, any attraction for other electrons or
atoms. In this condition the atom is said to be in a state of
rest. However, in ordinary matter and at usual temperatures,
the molecules are constantly in motion. The atoms, which are
a part of the molecule, also move about within the molecules,
and this movement usually results in a disturbance of the electrons.
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3. Protons, Neutrons, and Electrons.-It has been found
that atoms are composed of still smaller particles called protons, neutrons, and electrons. Within the atom there is formed
the nucleus, consisting of positively charged particles called
protons and uncharged particles called neutrons. Around the
nucleus there are a number of negatively charged particles
called electrons, and these electrons continually revolve about
the central portion. The protons are very closely associated
with the neutrons, and the nucleus thus formed exhibits a positive charge. Normally there is a sufficient number of electrons
to neutralize the positively charged particles of the nucleus
so that the atom itself has no electrical charge.
According to this theory, all
matter is composed of positive and
negative charges of electricity. As
an example, a drop of water contains
a large number of molecules, but
each molecule retains the properties
of water. Each molecule is composed of two atoms of hydrogen and
FrG. 1
one atom of oxygen and none of
these atoms is water. The atoms, in turn, are composed of
protons, neutrons, and electrons, which are neither water,
hydrogen, nor oxygen, but are simply charges of electricity.
4. Normal and Abnormal Atom.-A normal or neutral atom
is shown in Fig. 1.· The positive charges or protons are indicated by plus ( +) signs within the circles, the neutral charges
or neutrons by the inner blank circles, and the negative charges
or electrons by minus (-) signs within the circles. The four
neutrons neutralize the charges of four of the nearby protons,
leaving the nucleus positively charged, while the four electrons
rotating around the nucleus neutralize the positive charges on
the other four protons, leaving the atom without charge. An
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5. Positive and Negative Ions.-An atom may lose one of
its electrons or acquire an extra electron when it is struck by
another atom or disturbed in some other way. Such an atom
becomes electrically unbalanced and is called an abnormal atom
or simply an ion. When an atom loses an electron, it exhibits
a positive charge and is called a positive ion. When an atom
acquires an electron, it exhibits a negative charge and is called a
negative ion.
6. Movement of Electrons.-According to the electron
theory the only way in which negative charges can move is by a
movement of the electrons between atoms. The electron carries
with it a negative charge. The positive electricity exists only
on the nuclei of the atoms, and therefore the atoms must move
to cause positive electricity to move. In a metallic substance,
such as copper wire, the electrons are considered to be free to
move about between the atoms and molecules, but the atoms
do not move freely. If the atoms were considered to move
freely, then when a copper wire is joined to an iron wire, and
an electric current is sent through the wires and hence across
the junction point, copper atoms would be carried into the iron
wire or vice versa. However, when electricity is conducted
through certain liquids, it is found that copper, for example, may
be carried by the current, and in such cases both atoms and
electrons move, thereby causing a movement of positive and
negative charges.
7. Ionization.-When an electron is caused to move away
from the atom in any direction, it may come in contact with
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other atoms with sufficient force to detach other electrons from
these atoms. The number of electrons iQ. motion is thereby
increased. When these electrons are detached from the atom
in this manner, they leave the atom with a positive charge or,
in other words, the atoms become abnormal atoms or positive
ions. The process of changing normal or balanced atoms to
positive or negative ions is called ionization. Ionization takes
place in the ordinary electric cell and in various types of vacuum
tubes.
ELECTRIC FmLD AND POTENTIAL

8. Charged Bodies.- Material bodies exhibit the same electrical characteristics as the molecules or atoms of which they are
composed. When the atoms of a body have a deficit of electrons, the body is said to have a positive charge. Conversely,
when t he atoms have an excess of electrons, the body has a
negative charge. A body with a deficiency of electrons (positive body) has a tendency to complete its proper number of
electrons by absorbing electrons from another body.
When a glass rod or a piece of amber is rubbed with silk or
fur, the parts rubbed have the property of attracting light particles of matter, such as pieces of silk, wool, feathers, etc. The
rubbing of the glass rod has given the rod a positive charge,
and the silk a negative charge. The positive charge of the
glass rod is numerically equal to the negative charge on the silk
because the electrons that have been removed from the glass
reside on the silk. A body so charged, or electrified, may repel
or attract other bodies, depending on whether the other bodies
have a charge of the same or of an opposite polarity.
9. Electric Field.- The force exerted by a charged body on
another body is called electric force, and the space within which
this force is exerted is called the electric field. This field extends
in all directions from the charged body. The intensity of
attraction or repulsion at all points around a charged body is
called the electric field intensity.
10. Electric Potential.- The term electric potential relates
to the electrical condition of a charged body as compared with
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the electrical condition of another body. By the electrical condition of a body is meant the state of charge occasioned by either
an excess or a deficiency of electrons.
11. Difference of Potential.-Atoms have a tendency to
remain neutral, and, when unbalanced by a removal of electrons,
they tend to regain their neutrality by attracting the free electrons from other atoms. The same condition exists in bodies.
A body with a deficiency of electrons has a tendency to complete
its quota by absorbing electrons from another body. When
· there is a difference between the kind of charge of one body and
the kind of charge of another body, there is said to be a difference of potential between the two bodies. The body t hat has
the positive charge is at a higher potential than the other body,
which has the negative charge and which is said to be at a lower
potential. If the two bodies are connected by an electric conductor, as, for example, a piece of copper wire, electrons will
flow from the negatively charged body (lower potential) to the
positively charged body (higher potential) until the charges of
both bodies are equal, or both bodies are at the same potential.
12. Electric Pressure.- Electric pressure is simply another
name for difference of electric potential and it may be compared with water pressure. If there is pressure in a water
system and outl~ts are opened, water flows; but if the outlets
a re closed no water can flow. Likewise, electric pressure may
exist with or without flow of electricity, according to whether a
conducting path is complete or not. Difference of electric
potential is therefore that which causes or tends to cause flow
of electricity, or electric current.
13. Electromotive Force.-A cell, such as indicated at a,
Fig. 2, by reason of the chemical action going on inside it, will
maintain a difference of electric potential between its terminals
and is said to develop an electromotive force, abbreviated emf,
between the two terminals of the cell. Any device that will
maintain one of its terminals at a higher potential than the other
is said t<> develop or generate a n electromotive force. The term
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voltage is often used in place of electromotive force_in practical
work. If a copper rod is connected to the termmals of the
cell as shown in the illustration, the end b of the rod becomes
negative and the end c positive, owing to the electromotive f~rce
or difference of potential created by the cell a. There IS a
scarcity of electrons at the end c, while at b there are two many
electrons. The electrons near the end b start to move toward
the end c, as indicated by the arrow. The cell tends to maintain
the charge at each end of the copper rod, and as long as the
battery is in good condition there will be a constant movement of
electrons through the copper rod, the connecting wires, and the
cell.
NATURE OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

Flow of Electron s.-The flow of electrons, as explained
in connection with Fig. 2, is due to an electromotive force.
This flow of electrons constitutes a flow of electric current.
Therefore, there must be an electromotive force present in order
for current to flow. Also, there must be a complete path for t~e
current before it will flow. The number of electrons that Will
flow in any electric circuit or the value of the current, depends
14.

on the electromotive force generated and the conducting
qualities of the wire or conductor that makes up the circuit ..
In a similar manner, there is a flow of current when a w1re
or conductor serves to connect positively and negatively charged
bodies. This current is the same kind that is present in power
and light wires. If the difference of potential between the two
bodies could be maintained indefinitely, the current would also
continue the amount being dependent, as in the case of the
current. from a cell or a battery, on the difference of potential

and on the conducting qualities of the wires that join the two
bodies.
I n radio tubes, electrons are set free at one electrode by
means of heat, and a positive charge on the other electrode
attracts the electrons and causes them to move through the
space between the electrodes. If a gas is present, ionization
takes place and this action increases the number of electrons
in motion. To produce a perceptible effect due to an electric
current, a large number of electrons must be transferred or
caused to move in the circuit. or between the electrodes in
a radio tube. The stream of electrons is considered as moving
through the relatively large spaces between atoms or through
the atoms themselves.

15. Speed of Electrons .-In the usual electric wires the
electrons move very slowly, probably only a few inches a
minute, but they move in enormous numbers. This slow movement of the electrons must not be confused with the speed of
electricity, which is 186,000 miles a second, approximately.
Such a speed implies that when the electrons at one end of a
long wire are set in motion, the effect is perceived at the far
end almost instantaneously. The effect may be roughly compared to the starting of a long train of cars by a locomotive that
is to push them. The car nearest the locomotive is pushed first,
and the movement, or impulse, is quickly carried from car to
car until the car at the far end is moved. The starting impulse
travels much faster than the cars and is noted at the far end
almost the instant it is produced. The comparison is not exact,
inasmuch as there is only a single row of cars all being moved
in the same direction, whereas, in a wire or conductor it is
assumed there are millions of electrons moving in all directions,
but the majority of them are headed in the general direction of
the distant end. The starting of the cars, however, conveys
the idea of a traveling impulse.
16. Direction of Electron Flow and Electric Current.-The
explanations given and the reference to Fig. 2 indicate that,
under the influence of an electromotive force, the movement of
the electrons is from the negative terminal of the source to the
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positive terminal. T he electrons released at the negative
terminal of the source, which may be a battery, a generator, or
some other device, travel through the conducting medium.
usually a copper wire, toward the positive terminal. This
movement is known as an electron flow and, since the flow of
electrons constitutes a flow of electric current, it may be said
that an electric current actually flows in the direction of electron movement.
Originally, it was assumed that an electric current flows
from the positive or high-potential terminal to the negative
or low-potential terminal of a battery or generator and many
textbooks are still written in accordance with this assumed
direction. Therefore, to remain in agreement with common or
conventional pr actice it will be necessary to continue the
practice of assuming that current or electricity flows through
the connected circuit from the positive terminal to the negative
terminal of a battery or generator. The signs ( +) and (-)
are used to indicate these terminals. Thus, electricity is said
to flow from ( +) to. (-). However, in circuits in which electronics are used, it is more convenient to use the electron theory
and consider the flow from (-) to (

+).

17. Kinds of Current.-A current that does not change its
direction of flow is known as a direct current. It may be
continuous or pulsating. If it is of uniform value it is a continuous direct current, but, if it periodically changes in value,
it is pulsating. The current supplied by a cell or a battery is a
continuous direct current.
A cwTent that periodically changes its direction is called
an alternating current. In a wire carrying an alternating
current, the electromotive force is continually reversing and
hence, according to the electron theory, the direction of the
flow of electrons also continually reverses. However, at any
instant, the direction of the current, just as with direct current,
is from the positive, or point of high potential, to the negative,
or point of low potential.
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CONDUCTORS, JNSULATORS, RESISTANCE

18. Conductors.-Certain materials, like copper, silver,
gold, and other metals, will readily permit the passage of electric
current through them, whereas other materials, like porcelain,
rubber, and silk, will not. According to the electron theory,
the reason why metals are such good conductors is that their
atoms have apparently such weak attraction for electrons that
large numbers of electrons are in practically a free state throughout the body of the metal. The electrons are thus capable of
being shifted readily by any outside electric forces. The more
easily the electrons can be shifted in a given material, the better
are the current-conducting qualities of that material.
Under ordinary conditions, it is assumed that the electrons
in such metals as copper, and iron, at ordinary temperatures
move at random from one atom to another. T hey have no
definite direction. They simply fill the gaps in atoms that have
a deficiency of electrons. However, when an electromotive
force is applied to the ends of a conductor, the electrons immediately begin to move in a definite direction, urged on by the
electromotive force. The electrons are always considered as
moving from the negative to the positive end of the conductors.
19. Examples of Conductors.-Among the conductors of
electricity arranged in order, with the best conducting material
first, are silver, copper, gold, aluminum, zinc, brass, phosphorbronze, platinum, tin, nickel, lead, German silver, steel, iron,
mercury, carbon, and water. Silver and gold are too expensive
to be generally used for electric conductors, but copper is used
extensively, since it is plentiful and comparatively cheap.
Alwninum is quite common for long transmission lines because
of its light weight. Water is a poor conductor and is seldom
used for carrying an electric current.

20. Insula tors or Non- Conductors.- Materials that greatly
oppose the flow of electric current through them are called nonconductors, or insulators. T here is no sharp distinction between
conductors and insulators. Substances that for some uses would
be regarded as insulators, in other uses would serve as
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conductors. Other substances which at one temperature are
good insulators become fairly good conductors when their temperature is raised.
According to the electron theory a perfect insulator, if such
were possible, would be a material the atoms of which never
lose an electron. In such an insulator, the electrons are able
to move instantly and to follow the variations in the electric
force without lag and to return to their normal positions as soon
as the electric force is removed. The insulating material is
ruptured if the electrons are strained beyond the elastic limit of
atomic structure, whereupon the atoms lose electrons and the
insulator becomes a conductor.

cap a and is tied in position. The insulator is used to prevent
the conductor from coming in contact with the .ground or ~d~a
<·cnt conductors and therefore keeps the electnc ct_UTen~ 10 1ts
intended paths. The flanges at b increase the arcmg distance
between the conductor and the ground.
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FIG.

3

21. Examples of Insulators.-Among the best known insulating materials are glass, porcelain, rubber, mica, dry paraffined
wood, paper, vulcanized fiber, asbestos, pure asphalt, air, and
oils. Air, whether dry or moist, acts as an insulator. There
are also several well-known insulating compounds known as
plastics, with bakelite being one of the most common. Insulators are used to support conductors and to keep the electricity
confined to the circuits intended for it. For example, telegraph,
telephone, and power wires on poles are fastened to glass or
porcelain insulators.
An example of an insulator used on a power line is shown
in Fig. 3. Such an insulator is made of porcelain and is mounted
on a wooden pin, which in turn is mounted on the cross-arm of
the pole. The line conductor fits in the groove of the insulator

22. Electrical Resistance.-Electrical resistance can be
defined as a property of matter, varying with different substances, by virtue of which mattcr opposes or resists the passage
of electricity. Non-conductors hayc high resistance and conductors have low resistance. No known substance is wholly
without resistance. The strength of current in a circuit depends
not only on the electromotive force acting in the circuit, but
also inversely on the resistance of the circuit; that is, the current increases with increased electromotive force, but decreases
with increased resistance.
In general, the resistance of a long circuit or conductor is
greater than that of a short one of the same size and material,
and the resistance of a large body is less than that of a small one
of the same material. Stated mathematically, the resistance of
a circuit or conductor depends directly on its length and
inversely on the cross-sectional area. The resistances of different materials are widely different, some having very much
higher resistance than others. The resistance of any given
material is not the same at all temperatures.

23. Examples of Resistance.-Resi.stance in electrical
circuits is objectionable because it opposes the flow of current
and produces a loss. However, resistance is used in many
electrical devices to vary the current as desired. A resistance
used for this purpose is called a variable resistance or rheostat.
For example, a variable resistance may be used in connection
with a motor to vary the speed. One form of resistance used
for this purpose is indicated in Fig. 4. The resistance unit a is
within the box and is connected at various points to contact
buttons b. The resistance in the circuit may be varied by
turning the handle c and in this case the handle is turned until
the motor operates at the desired speed.
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Resistances are also used in electrica1 circuits as heating
devices. Such resistances must be capable of withstanding
high temperatures and are found in electric coffee percolators,
electric ·clothes ironers, water heaters, and other household
appliances. Resistance heating units are also used commerically in electric ovens and furnaces.

FIG. 4

ELECTRODYNAMICS
GENERATION OF ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE

24. Methods.-The methods most commonly used to
establish electromotive force are: (1) by chemica1 action in
primary cells; (2) by heat action in thermoelectric couples; and
(3) by magnetic induction in generators both for direct and
alternating current. The electromotive force established by
~ny of these means will cause a fl?w of electrons or electricity
m a conductor that connects together the points of different
potential. The movement of the electrons or electricity in
motion is referred to as dynamic electricity and the study
of dynamic electricity is called electrodynamics.
25. Primary Cell.-A primary cell, also called a voltaic,
or galvanic, cell, is a combination of materials in which chemical
action establishes electromotive forces as soon as the materials
are properly combined. A simple primary cell is illustrated in
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Fig. 5, in which J1 is a glass jar. containing a liquid known as the
electrolyte. In the liquid are 1mmersed a copper plate C and a
zinc plate Z , each of which is ~nown ~san electrod~ ?r element.
If the ckctrolytc in the jar IS of swtabl~ compo_s1bon such as
weak sulfuric acid, an electromotive force IS established between
the plates, and if they were connect~ together outside the jar
by means of a suitable wire, electnc1ty would flow from the
copper to the zinc outside the electrolyte and from the zinc to
the copper through the electrolyte. Because of the electromotive force established, the copper terminal is at a higher
potential than the zinc terminal, with the result th_at ~lectrons
move from the zinc terminal through the external c1rcwt to the
copper terminal. Within the cell the electrons move from the
copper plate through the electrolyte to the zinc plate, since they
are attracted by the higher
charge on that plate. However,
according to conventional practice it is necessary to assume
that current flows in the direction
indicated in the illustration.
26. Polarization.-When t.he
circuit of Fig. 5 is complete and
an electric current flows, some of
the water in the liquid is separated, or decomposed, into two
FIG. 5
gases, hydrogen and oxygen.
The hydrogen gathers on the surface of the copper plate where
it appears as small air bubbles. The oxygen combines chemically
with some of the zinc, and the zinc plate therefore gradually
wastes away. This action is called polarization. ·
If permitted, the current will continue to flow in the direction
indicated until the copper or corresponding plate of any simple
primary cell becomes covered with hydrogen gas. Such a flow
of electricity is properly called a continuous current, because, its
direction is unvarying and its flow steady. The hydrogen gas
gradually gathers in small bubbles on the copper plate, making
the resistance of the circuit higher and the current less. When
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the copper plate is completely covered, the current ceases and
the cell is said to be polarized.
. Many different electrolytes are used in primary cells, the
sunplest being salt water or water with a little acid added. The
composition depends largely on the service for which the cell
is intended. Electrolytes in commercial cells usually contain
some substance that absorbs hydrogen or prevents it from gathering on the copper or other corresponding plate. Such a substance is called a depolarizer.
~7. Primary Battery.-A primary battery is a group of
p~ary cells so connected electrically that either their electro-

motive forces or their currents are added. The conductors or
leads attached to the plates are the terminals of the cell, and these terminals can
be connected in many different ways,
depending on the voltage and current
output desired from the battery. Primary batteries are used chiefly in telegraph and signal work.
~8. D ry Cells.-Dry cells are simply
prunary cells in which the electrolyte is
carried in the pores of some absorbent
material or combined with some gelatinous substance, so that the cell may
be placed in any position without spilling
of liquid. These cells are made with zinc
_
and carbon elements. The zinc serves
Ftc. 6
.
electrod· e and usually
.
as the negative
forms the ou~tde _of the cell, being made into a cylindrical can
as shown at a tn Fig. 6. The carbon at b is placed in the center
of the.cell. T?e sides as well as the bottom of the cylindrical zinc
contamer are hned with a layer of absorbingrnaterialasatc which
rna~ be blotting paper, cheese cloth, or a paste made of pla:ster of
Pans, starch, or flour. The depolarizer at d consists of a mixture
of crush_ed coke, graphite, and manganese dioxide, which is
tamp:d mto the space ~tween the carbon and the lining. A
solutton of sal ammomac and zinc chloride is then used to
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saturate the absorbing material and the depolarizer. The zinc
chloride is used to decrease the rapid deterioration of the
cell, which would otherwise take place on open circuit.
The top of the cell is closed with a sealing compound at e
that is separated from the lining by a layer of corrugated paper
nl f, and this paper is prevented from adhering to the sealing
compound by a layer of fine sand as indicated at g. A layer of
sawdust lr separates the conugated paper from the lining.
The purpose of the paper is to serve as a cushion between the
seal and the mixture, thus allowing for expansion or contraction
of the cell. The positi\'C tem1inal i is attached to the top of
the carbon rod, and the m•gative terminal i is attached to a point
on the rim of the zinc cylinder. Dry cells are made in various
sizes and with many modifications in the general arrangements
and kinds of materials used.
b

29. Thermoelectric Couple.-If t.wo dissimilar pieces of
wire such as copper and constantan (an alloy of 60 parts of
copper to 40 parts of nickel) are joined, and the temperatures of
their junction point either raised above, or decreased below,
that of the free ends, an electromotive force is established.
Such a combination is called a thermoelectric couple, the word
thermo being derived from a Greek word meaning heat. This
combination may be represented by the diagram in Fig. 7.
The unlike metals are indicated at ab and ac with the closed
jtmction at a, to which the heat dis applied. The electromotive
force produced by the couple causes a flow of current between
the free ends b and c through the current-indicating device at e,
and the value of the current increases as the temperature of the
junction point increases. This fact makes it possible to cali-
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brate the measuring instrument to indicate directly the temperature of the hot junction in degrees Fahrenheit or centigrade.
The atoms of the unlike metals have unlike attraction for the
surrounding electrons and as a result of the heat action many
of the electrons move from one metal to another. The movement of electrons causes "'.0 electromotive force to be established
with the result that a current will flow when the free ends of the
couple are joined to form a complete circuit. This flow of
current also represents a flow of electrons just as in a circuit
supplied with current from a generator or battery
The current which flows in the thermoelectric circuit is
called thermoelectric current. If the temperature of the junction point is higher than that of the rest of the circuit, the electromotive force acts in one direction; if lower, the electromotive
force acts in the opposite direction. T o increase the thermoelectromotive force, a number of thermocouples may be connected in series.

tromotivc force produces a difference of potential between
the ends a and b. If the ends of the conductor are joined by
another conductor, electrons will flow from the end a through
the conductor to the end band will restore the electron-proton
balance, provided that conductor movement has stop~d. If
the conductor continues its movement, the electrons will continue to flow. In this case also, current is assumed to flow from
the end b through the conductor of the external circuit to the
end a, which is directly opposite in direction to the actual flow
of electrons.
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30. Thermoelectric Pyrometer.-One of the chief applications of thermoelectric couples is in the thermoelectric pyrometer, an instrument for determining high temperatures such
as those of furnaces. In the pyrometer, one junction is constructed so that it may safely be placed inSide the furnace,
while the other junction is kept at the room temperature. Some
sort of compensating device is often provided to compensate for
variations in room temperature. The properly calibrated
indicating temperature dial is placed at a safe distance from the
furnace or other source of high temperature. The thermoelectric current , passing through the coil of the instrument,
causes its needle or pointer to move over the scale on which the
temperature can be read.
31. Generator Action.-Moving a conductor through the
field of a magnet, as indicated in Fig. 8, will cause a disturbance
in the balance of protons and electrons within the conductor.
The electrons will move to the end a, leaving an excess of
protons at the end b. This movement of electrons is caused
by the establishment of an electromotive force and this elec-
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QUANTITY OF ELECTRICITY

32. Measurement of Electricity.-Electricity is measured
by its effects or the work it does. The chemical effects and
the magnetic effects produced are the two most convenient
means for such measurement. When electricity flows through
a primary cell, some of the water in the electrolyte is decomposed into gases; the greater the quantity of electricity the
greater is the amount of gas formed. Again, for example, when
electricity is caused to flow through a solution of copper sulfate,
in which are placed two copper plates or electrodes forming the
terminals for the electric circuit connections, one of t he copper
plates will be eaten away and pure copper will be deposited on
the other plate. The amount of copper deposited will be proportional to the quantity of electricity. This method of transferring metals is used in plating many kinds of metalli(: articles,
such as table ware.
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33. Coulombs.-The coulomb is the unit quantity of electricity and is the quantity that deposits .017 grain of metallic
silver from a carefuUy prepared electrolyte containing silver
dissolved in nitric acid. The quantity of electricity, in coulombs, is the same, regardless of the time required to make the
deposit. A current of water in a pipe is measured by the
amount of water that flows through the pipe in a second; as,
1 gallon per second or 5 gallons per second. In the same way,
a current of electricity is measured by the amount of electricity
that flows along a wire in a second, as 1 coulomb per second or
5 coulombs per second. Thus, the coulomb is simply a quantity
of electricity just as the gallon is a quantity of liquid, such as
water.

the operator to read the value of current from a distance. The
connections to the instrument are made to terminals on the
back of the board and are not shown in the illustration.
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UNITS OF RBSISTANCB AND CONDUCTANCE

36. Ohm.-The international ohm is the practical unit of
electrical resistance and is determined by the resistance of a
column of mercury of specified dimensions or by a standard
ohm coil. These standards are of interest only in making
accurate scientific measurements; for general practical work, use

MEASUREMENT OF CURRENT

34. Ampere.-The ampere (abbreviated amp) is the
practical unit rate of flow of electricity, or unit current, and is
the rate when 1 coulomb flows each second; that is, amperes
equals coulombs per second. This method of naming the rate
of :flow of the current prevents the necessity of using the term
per second each time. The quantity of electricity, in coulombs,
divided by the time, in seconds, required for this quantity to
:flow equals the rate of flow, in amperes. One milliampere
(abbreviated ma) is
ampere, or 1,000 milliamperes equal
1
1 ampere.
'
Conversely, if electricity is flowing at the rate of 1 ampere,
then 1 coulomb :flows per second, and the total number of coulombs equals the product of the number of amperes and the
number of seconds. In other words, coulombs=amperes
Xseconds, or ampere-seconds.

6oo

35. Amme.t er .-In practical work, electric current is measured by an instrument called an ammeter. The ammeter is
connected to the conductors forming the circuit, so that the
current of the circuit passes through the instrument. The
reading is indicated by the position of a movable pointer on a
fixed scale marked in amperes or milliamperes. One form of
ammeter is shown in Fig. 9. The instrument is of the switchboard type with a large indicator and scale numbers to enable

Frc. 9

is made of instruments that indicate either the resistance in ohms
or other measurements from which the resistance can be calculated.
37. Megohm and Microhm.-The ohm is sometimes too
small to express the value of resistance conveniently, hence the
megohm, which equals one million ohms, is often used. If the
resistance is too small to be expressed in terms of the ohm, the
microhm, which equals one millionth part of an ohm, is used.
The megohm, it will be noted, is a multiple of the ohm, and the
microhm is a submultiple of it.
38. Conductance.-The conductance of a substance is its
ability to conduct electricity. Conductance is the reciprocal
of resistance and is usually expressed in units designated by the
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word mho, which is ohm spelled backward. H the resistance
of a conductor is 10 ohms, its conductance is +o- mho; if the
resistance is! ohm, the conductance is 1-;-!=1Xf=2 mhos;
if the resistance is 12 ohms, the conductance is -h mho. Con-
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is built with a high-resistance coil and is connected across the
conductors lending to the source of current. One form of the
voltmeter knmm as the portable type is shown in Fig. 10.
The hamllc for conyenience in carrying and the meter terminals
arc shown at the top. A cover is also provided for protecting
the scale and pointer during transportation.
WORK, POWER, AND ENERGY

41. D efinitions.-Mcchanical work is defined as the force
multiplied by the distance through which the force acts, or
work=poundsXfeet=foot-pounds.
Mechanical power is
defined as the force multiplied by the distance through which it
acts, divided by the time the force is applied, or power=

F1c. 10

versely, the resistance is the reciprocal of the conductance.
Thus, if the conductance is -h mho, the resistance is 1 +-h= 1
X.Jf-= 12 ohms; if the conductance is 12 mhos, the resistance is
-r\rohm.

poundsXfeet foot pounds per second. Power is obtained
seconds
...
by dividing work by time and, conversely, work is obtained by
multiplying power by time. The same distinction exists
between electrical work and electrical power. The electrical
work done in any circuit is independent of the time spent in
doing the work and is found hy multiplying the circuit voltage
hy the quantity of electricity, in coulombs, or electrical work
=vollageXcoulombs. In other words, the sa.mc amount of
electrical work may be done in 1 second, 1 minute, or 1 hour.
Electrical power on the other hand, means the rate of doing
work and is found by multiplying the circuit voltage by the
coulombs and dividing by the time, in seconds, or power
voltage X coulombs
seconds ___ ·

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE

Volt.-The volt is the practical unit of electromotive
force, and is the electrom9tive force that will cause electricity
to flow at the rate of 1 ampere through a circuit with a resistance
of 1 ohm. Because of the name of its unit, electromotive force
is commonly called voltage, hence the word voltage will be much
used in referring to electromotive force.
39.

40. Voltmeter.-In practical work, voltage is measured by
means of an instrument called a voltmeter. This instrument

42. Electrical Work.-The common unit of electrical work
is the watt-second, or joule, which is defined as the work done
when 1 coulomb of electricity flows under a pressure of 1 volt.
The formula for work may be written,

w=EQ
in which
and

w=work, in watt-seconds·
E=circuit voltage;
Q =coulombs.
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Since coulomhs=amperesXseconds the formula becomes

w=Elt
in which
I =current, in amperes;
and
t=time, in seconds.
In other words, watt-seconds=voltsXamperesXseconds or
volt-ampere-seconds.
EXMtPLE.-ln an electric circuit 500 coulombs of electricit.y are used.
If the circuit voltage is 110 volts, what is the work, in watt-seconds?
SoLUTION.-The formula w=EQ is used. The voltage E=llO and
coulombs Q=200; therefore, w= 110XSOO=SS,OOO watt-seconds. Ans.

Electric Power.- The power required to keep a current
of water flowing in a pipe is equal to the product of the current
in pounds per minute, and the head or pressure, in feet. Thi~
power is expressed in foot-pounds per minute. In a similar
manner, the power required to keep a current of electricity flowing is the product of the current, in amperes, and the pressure
in volts. This power is expressed in watts and the formula i~

SoLUTIOs.-The power f>=660 and E= 110.
Hence, 660= 110Xl; therefore l =ffi=6 amp.

.

in which

p=power, in watts;
E=electromotive force, in volts;
and
I =current, in amperes.
The watt is a standard unit of power and is the rate of work
when 1 watt-second of work is being done each second, or the
rate at which energy is expended when 1 ampere of current
flows under an electromotive force of 1 volt. According to
definition,
watts watt-seconds volts X coulombs
seconds
seconds
voltsXamperesXseconds
seconds
vo1tsXamperes
or, as before,
p=EI
The power formula is very important and should be remembered.
ExAMPLE 1.-ln a small lighting circuit, a current of 5 amperes at 110
volts is supplied. What is the power, in watts?
SoLUTION.-The current I= S amp and the voltage E = 110; therefore

P= llOXS = SSO watts. Ans.
Ex.urPLE 2.-If the power supplied to a small electric motor is 660
watts, and the voltage is 110, what is the current, in amperes?

Ans.

EXAMPLE 3.-Jf 460 watts is supplied to a given lighting circuit and
the current is 4 amperes, what is the voltage?
Soumos.-The power P=460 and I =4.
Therefore, 460 =EX4, and E=~=115 volts.

Ans.

44. Kilowatt.- The kilowatt (abbreviated kw) is also a unit
Then, watts divided by
1.000 equals kilowatts and the equation is

of power and is equal to 1,000 watts.

P=watts= E I
1,000 1,000

43.

p=EI
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P=power, in kilowatts;
E =electromotive force, in volts;
I =current, in amperes.

in which

Ex..urPLE I .-An electric beat~ uses 800 watts when connected to a
source of current. What is the power, in kilowatts?
watts 800
SoLUTION.-P= I,000= 1,000=.8 kw.
EXAMPLE 2.-If an electric motor takes 25 amperes from a 220-volt
circuit, what is the power in kilowatts supplied to the motor?
SoLUTION.-The voltage E=220 and 1=25; therefore. P=

- s.s kw.
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0X 5

1,000

Ans.

45. Watthour and Kilowatthour.- The watthour (abbre~
viated whr) and the kilowatthour (abbreviated kwhr) are units
to express either work or energy; each of these units is the
product of a unit rate of power and a unit of time. Electric
energy is nearly always bought and sold in kilowatthours, which
is the product of t he power, in kilowatts, and the time, in hours.
The work or energy formula is
w=pT, or W=PT
in which
w=work or energy, in watthours;
lV =work or energy, in kilowatthours;
P=power, in watts;
P=power, in kilowatts;
and
T=time, in hours.
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The watthour and the watt-second are both units of work.
Since there are 60X60=3,600 seconds in 1 hour, there are 3,600
watt-seconds
watt-seconds in 1 watthour. Then, watthours
3,600

four 40.watt lamps, and they are all in operation for a period of 100 hours
what is the cost of the electric energy supplied, if the rate is 6 cents ~
kilowatthour?
Ans. $2.73

vVhen work or energy is given in watthour:', it may be changed
to kilowatthours by dividing by 1,000, smce there are 1,000
watt-hours in 1 kilowatthour, or
watthours
kilowatthours
1,000

46. Heat.-When work of any kind is done, heat is developed. Some work is required to turn the wheels of a machine,
even when the machine is doing no useful work. In this case,
practically all the work required to run the idle machine is
converted into heat at the bearings. Every mechanic knows
that the bearings of machinery must be kept lubricated in order
to reduce friction and consequent heating. Too much friction
causes overheated bearings; that is, too much work is converted
into heat.
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EXAMPLE 1.-lf, in a given motor installation, work is being done at
the rate of 1,000 watts, (a) How many watthours will be expended in 5
hours? (b) How many kilowatthours will be expended in the same length
of time?
Sol-UTION.-Apply formula w=pT. The power P=l,OOO and T=S;
therefore, w=l,OOOXS=S,OOO wbr. Ans. (b) Apply formula W =PT.
Since1,000watts=1 kwand T=S, lV= 1X5=5kwhr. Ans.
EXAMPLE 2.-In an electric circuit 7,200 watt·seconds of work are
e:'tpended. What is the energy in watthours?
SoLUTION.--since there are 3,600 watt-seconds in 1 whr, 7,200 wattseconds are the equivalent of 7,200+3,600=2 whr.
EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE

1. A comparatively large office is lighted by lamps from 7 firtures,
each of which contains five 40·watt lamps. (a) What is the power, in
watts, when all the lamps are lighted? (b) What is the total current
required by all the lamps if the voltage of the circuit is 11 0?
Ans
1,400 watts
· (b) 12.72 amp, approx.

{(a)

2. At 5 cents per kilowatt-hour, what is the cost of lighting all the
lamps referred to in example 1 for 1,000 hours?
Ans. $70.00
3. If 60·watt lamps are used instead of 40.watt lamps in the e:mmple
of question 1 and the cost per k:ilowatthour remains the same, what is
the additional cost for electric power, if the lamps bum 1,000 hours as
before?
Ans. $35.00
4. In a living room is a center electric fixture containing four 40·watt
l:tmps, and there are also two table lamps of 60 watts each. If, on an
average, ona of the table lamps and all of the fixture lamps are burning
for 4 hours each evening, what is the cost of the electric energy supplied
in a period o( 30 days, if the rate is 5 cen~ a kilowatthour? Ans. $1.32
5. If a fractional-horsepower electric motor requiring 220 watts for
its operation is connected to the same circuit as three 2S·watt lamps and
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HEAT, WORK, AND POWER UNITS

47. Heat Units.- The unit of heat generally used in the
United States and Canada is the British thermal unit (abbreviated Btu); it is the quantity of heat required to raise the
temperature of 1 pound of pure water 1 degree Fahrenheit
(1° F.). The Fahrenheit thermometer is the one generally
used for measuring the temperature of the air, and the sign (0 )
means degree or degrees. The quantity of heat necessary to
raise the temperature of any quantity of water may therefore
be considered as equal to the product of the weight of water in
pounds, and the change of temperature, in degrees Fahrenheit (F.).
The formula for heat is

H=wt
in which H =heat, in British thermal units;
w =weight of water, in pounds;
t=change in temperature, in degrees Fahrenheit.
EXAMPLE.-How many British thermal units of heat are required to
raise the temperature of 81 pounds {1 gallon) of water from 32° F. to
212° F.?
SoLUTION.-The change in temperature, t=212 - 32=180° and the
weight w=8i. By the formula,

H=8iX 180=1,500 Btu. Ans.

Other heat units used in some countries are the calorie, or
gram-calorie, and the kilogram-calorie. The gram-calorie is
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~h Btu. One kilogram-calorie= 1,000 gram-calories. The
gram-calorie is the amount of heat required to change the temperature of 1 gram of water 1° cent~grade (C.). The kilogramcalorie is the amount of heat reqUired to change the temperature of 1 kilogram of water 1o C.

49. Heat and Electrical Work.-It has been determined by
Joule and others that to produce the same heating effect as
1 British thermal unit requires 1,055 watt-seconds of electrical
work. This measurement was obtained by arranging a conductor so that all the work done by electricity in it would be
absorbed in liquid surrounding the conductor. The work done
and the change of temperature of the liquid were then measured
and the number of watt-seconds of work was divided by the
number of degrees change in temperature. This relation between
heat and work is expressed as follows:
1,055 watt-seconds= 1 Btu

48. Mechanical Equivalent of Heat-By arranging paddles
in a vessel of water and a falling weight acting through a system
of pulleys to rotate the paddles, the scientist J oule measured
both the work done in rotating the paddles and the temperature
rise of the water. He and others found that 778 foot-pounds
of work has the same heating effect as 1 British thermal unit.
In honor of J oule, 778 foot-pounds is called Joule's mechanical
equivalent of heat. The mechanical equivalent of heat is the
number of units of mechanical energy required to produce 1 unit
of heat. The relation between mechanical work an d heat may
therefore be expressed as follows:

778 foot-pounds=1 Btu
1 foot-pound =n~ Btu
Foot-pounds= Btu X 778
=foot-pounds
Btu
778
EXA11PLE 1.-How many foot-pounds of work are equivalent to the
heat required to raise the temperature of 50 pounds of water 18" F.?
SoLUTION.-The heat, in British thermal units, is
H=wt=50X18=900
Substituting this value in the equation foot-pounds=BtuX778 gives
foot-pounds= 900 X178
=700,200.
EXAMPLE 2.-If 38,900 foot-pounds of work is converted into heat, how
much will it raise the temperature of 10 pounds of water?
SoLUTION.-since Btu= foot-::aunds, substituting the number of
38,900
foot-pounds, Btu=ng=50.

To raise the temperature of 10 pounds

of water t • F. requires 10 Btu. Therefore, 50 B tu will raise its temperature ~~=5" F.

Ans.
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1

1 watt-second= l,05S Btu
watt-seconds=BtuX 1,055
Bt
u

watt-seconds
1,055

EXAMPLE.-(a) If an electric beater carrying 12 amperes at 110 volts
is submerged _in 22.5 pounds of water for 30 minutes (1,800 seconds),
how much heat will be applied to the water? (b) What will be the final
temperature of the water if its initial temperature is 35" F.?
SoLUTION.-(a) It is first necessary to find the work done, expressed in
watt-seconds, by substituting in the equation
watt-seconds=voltsX amperesXseconds
=110X12Xl,800
=2,376,000
watt-seconds 2,376,000
•
Therefore, Btu
l ,OSS
l,OSS
2,2.:~2, approx. Ans.
(b) Since 22.5 Btu is required to raise the temperature of 22.5 lb.

2 252
water 1• F., 2,252 Btu will raise the temperature of this water •
=

of

too•

.
22.5
F., approx. Since the initial temperature is 35" F., the final temperature
will be 100+35 = 135" F. Ans.

50. Mechanical and Electrical Work.-since 778 footpounds equals 1 British thermal unit, and 1,055 watt-seconds
also equals 1 British thermal unit, therefore,
778 foot-pounds= 1,055 watt-seconds
1 foot-pound=

7~~5 = 1.356 watt-seconds, approximately

1
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thermal units are work units and cannot be reduced to an
equivalent number of power units. With the help of the
equivalents given in the table it becomes easy to change from
one system to another.

1
1 watt-second= 1.
foot-pound
356

and

I n a similar manner

1 watt-second=

TABLE I
POWER A1fD WORK EQUIVALENTS

1

1 foot-pound= _ watt-seconds
74

and
Therefore,
and

~6:s =.74 foot-pound, approximately

1

Classes

or Units

-

watt-seconds= 1,356 X foot-pounds
foot-pounds=. 74 X watt-seconds.

ExAMPLE 1.- How many watt-seconds are equivalent to 500 footpounds?
SoLUTION.-Watt-seconds= 1.356 X ft.-lb.
= 1.356 X SOO
=678.0 Ans.
EXAMPLE 2.-A current of 10 amperes from a 110-volt circuit for 30
minutes (1,800 seconds) is equivalent to how many foot-pounds?

.

SoLUTION.-First determine the number of watt-seconds of work done

~~~~

watt-seconds = voltsXamperesXseoonds
= 110X lOX 1,800
= 1,980,000.
Since foOt-pounds=. 74 X watt-seconds, substituting gives
foot-pounds=. 74 X 1,980,000
= 1,-165,200. Ans.

51. Mechanical and Electrical Power.-Bince 1 foot-pound
equals 1.356 watt-seconds, 1 foot-pound per second equals
1.356 watt-seconds per second, or 1.356 watts. Therefore,
the equivalent of 1 horsepower, or 550 foot-pounds per second
=550 X 1.356=745.8, or approximately 746 watt-seconds per

7
.
watts
second, or 46 watts; then, horsepower (abbrevtated bp) = 746
volts X amperes
746
52. Equivalents.- In T able I are shown the equivalents
for both power and energy in the electrical, mechanical, and
heat systems. I t should be noted that power units cannot be
reduced to work units or vice versa. For example, British

Electrical System

Mechanical System

Heat System

watt
= 44.2 ft-lb per
min.
kw
= 1,000 watts
Power
=1.3<! hp

1 ft-lb per min.
= .0226 watt

1 Btu per sec.
= 1,055 watts

1 hp.
=33 ft-lb per min.
=.746 kw
=746 watts

=46,600 ft-lb per
min.
= 1.4 1 hp
1 caloric per sec.
=4.17 watts

1 watt-second, or
joule
= .0009-18 Btu
=.74 ft-lb
Work
1 kwhr
or
=3,600,000
Energy
watt-seconds
= 1.3-1 hp-hr
=3,4 12 Btu

I ft-lb

1 Btu
= 1,055 watt - seconds, or joules
=778 ft-lb
= .000293 kwhr
= .000393 hp-hr
1 calorie
= -! .17 watt - seconds, or joules.

= 1.36 watt - seconds, or joules
=.00129 Btu
= .325 c:tlorie
I hp-hr
= 1,980,000 ft-lb
=.745 kwhr
=2,560 Btu
= 6-15,000 calories

EXAMPLE 1.-What is the horsepower equivalent of 400 amperes at 220
volts?
.
voltsXamperes
220X400
SoLUTION.-sJ.Dce hp
, hp
117.96 or 118,
746
746
approx. Ans.
EXAMPLE 2.-An electric motor connected to a 220-volt circuit requires
94.7 amperes for its normal operation. The motor efficiency is 89.5 per
cent or, in other words, the motor converts 89.5 per cent of the electrical
power received into mechanical power. What is the output of the motor
in horsepower?
SoLUTJON.-The .power input, in watts, equals 220X9-1.7 =20,834.
Since the motor efficiency is 89.5 per cent, which expressed as a decimal is
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~~05 = .895,

the output, in watts,= 20,83-1 X .895 = 18,646.4. The output
18 6 4
expressed in horsepower= :,": · = 25, approx. Ans.
6
ExAMPLE _3.-If the electric motor does work at the rate of 17 horsepower, that 1s, the motor output is 17 horsepower, and its efficiency is
87.5 per cent, how much current does it take from a 220-volt circuit?
. So~UTION.-sin~e only 87.5 per cent or .875 of the electrical power
mput 1s converted mto mechanical power output, which equals 17 horse17
.
. h
power, t he mput, m orsepower = - = 19.43
• .875
h
voltsXamperes
Then, since
p
746
therefore
and

19_43 220X::~teres
amperes= 19.43X746 6:>.88
or 65.9.
220

Ans.

ELECTRlC CIRCUITS
CIRCUIT TERMS

53. Simple Circuit.-A circuit is a path composed of a conductor or of several conductors joined together, through which
an electric current may flow from a source at a given point,
along the conducting path, and back again to its starting point.
An electric circuit may be represented on paper by means of
a diagram called a circuit diagram. Such a diagram shows the
method of arranging the conductors and the path of the current
through each conductor.

EXAMPLES POR PRACTICE

1. ~f the work equivalent to lifting 10,000 pounds 200 feet were converted mto heat, how much would it raise the temperature of 16i pounds
(2 gallons) of water?
Ans. 154.2° F.

2. An electric heater taking 5 amperes at 110 volts is immersed in
8t pounds of water. How many seconds will be required to raise the
temperature of the water from 32° F. to 180° F.?
Ans. 2,366, approx.
. 3. An engin.e working at its nominal output rating of 120 horsepower,
drives an electnc generator. If this generator converts only 90 per cent
of the mechanical power supplied to it, into electrical power at 220 volts
Ans. 366 amp, approx:
how much current can the generator supply?
4. An electric generator driven by a waterwheel delivers 1,000 amperes
at 550 volts to supply a street railway system. If the generator converts
only 92 per cent of the mechanical power supplied to it into electrical
power, how many horsepower must the waterwheel develop?
Ans. 800 hp, approx.

5. An electric motor, driving the machines of a wood-working plant,
develops an average of 6 horsepower for 2,500 hours per year. It converts only 80 per cent of the electrical power received into mechanical·
power output. What is the yearly cost of electric energy at 4 cents per
kilowatthour?
Ans. $559.50
6. At 6 cents per kilowatthour, how much will it cost per week of
48 hours to run a motor having an average load of 60 horsepower? Assume
that the motor converts 80 per cent of the electrical power input into
Ans. $161.14
mechanical power.

FtG. 11

The source of the electric current, whether a batt.ery or a
generator, is represented in a conventional manner by some
generally accepted symbol. Thus, in the simple circuit diagram
shown in Fig. 11, the source of the current shown at a is a symbol representing two cells of an electric battery from which a
current is sent through the circuit in the direction of the arrow.
A long light line represents the positive ( +) terminal of a cell
and a short heavy line represents t he negative ( - ) terminal
of a cell. The circuit itself is represented by means of a line.
The symbol at b represents a resistance device, called a resistor,
and the symbol at c, a switch by which the upper and lower
part of the circuit may be connected or disconnected, as the
condition may require. A resistor may be a coil, an iron grid,
or other device. The symbols used to represent various parts
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of t.he circuit are generally adopted and are therefore called
conventions. The diagram itself is called a conventional dia-

the pipe, the lighting circuit is grounded to the water pipe.
The contact between the wire and water pipe is called a ground,
which may be represented by the symbol as indicated at d,
Fig. 12. With one ground as shown, there is no flow of current
from or to the ground. If there are at least two grounds on
the electric circuit, part of the current will pass through the
grounds and the earth instead of all the current passing throu~h
the wires of the circuit, as would be the case in a full metallic
circuit.
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gram.
54. External and Internal Circuits.-The external circuit is
that part of a circuit that is external to the electric source.
The internal circuit is that part of a circuit that is included
within the electric source. In Fig. 11 part of the circuit
outside the battery is the external circuit and the part of the
circuit represented by the battery itself is the internal circuit.
b

+
+

c

(f

F1c. IJ

Fie. 12

55. Closed and Open Circuits.-An electric circuit is
closed or complete when its parts are so connected as to form
a continuous path from one terminal of the source of current
around to the other terminal. A closed circuit is indicated
in Fig. 11, where the switch cis closed, thereby completing the
path for the current.
An electric circuit is open or broken when one or more
elements in a circuit are disconnected or broken in such a
way as to prevent a flow of current. A flow of current is
prevented in the circuit shown in Fig. 12, consisting of generator a. resistor b. and switch c, since the switch is in the open
position.
56. Grounded Circuits.-An electric circuit is grounded
when any part of it is in electrical connection with the earth
or with a conductor leading to the earth. Thus, when an
electric-light wire rubs against a water pipe until the insulating
cover on the wire is worn through so that the copper wire touches

57. Ground-Return Circuits.-&>metimes a portion of a circuit is intentionally completed through ground connections
instead of through a wire. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 13
with the generator or source of current at a, the resistor at b,
the switch at c, and the grounds at d. The grounds and the
earth then form one of the conductors of the electric circuit,
and the current passes through the earth from the switch c
to the source a. Such a circuit may be calJed a ground-return
circuit; aside from the ground-return feature the circuit is the
same as that shown in Fig. 12. Most electric railway circuits
use the rails that are in contact with the ground as a return
circuit for the current.
58. Short Circuits.- When a low-resistance conductor serves
to connect points of different potential, there is said to be
a short circuit, and this condition usually causes a very high
current. Short circuits are undesirable in any electiical
installation. They result from different causes, some of which
are as follows: faulty insulation on wires or in parts of an elec-
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trical machine; wrong connection of wires; or a conductor of
some kind accidentally falling across the wires of a circuit.
When a short circuit occurs, it may or may not allow a
sufficient flow of current to damage the conductors or·apparatus.
This depends on the resistance of the short-circuit path and
on the protective equipment installed to open the circuit in
case of excessive current. For example, if, owing to defective
insulation, the two wires of a lighting circuit come in contact
while the circuit is active, the result is a short circuit, which

their terminals are joined so that the voltages are added.
Connecting cells in series serves to increase_ the ~oltage of the
external circuit. Five dry cells connected m senes are shown
in Fig. 14 (a). In view (b) symbols are used_ ~o rep~nt the
same connection. In each diagram, the pos1t1ve terrrunal of
each cell is joined with the negative terminal of_ the_next cell in
the series, and the total electromotive force actmg m the path,
or circuit, is the sum of the electromotive forces of the five cells.
The arrows show the direction of the electromotive force, or the
direction in which electricity would flow· if the circuit were
closed.
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b

(a}

'G~~~~·F--~+
(b)
FIG. 14

allows a large current to flow momentarily until the protective
equipment operates to open the circuit. In some cases there
may be no protective equipment in the part of the circuit or
apparatus where the short circuit occurs, with the result that
a burn-out occurs because of the flow of a large current due to the
short-circuit.
S ERIES GROUPING

59. Series Connections.-Electric conductors, electrical
devices, and sources of electromotive force may be connected in
several ways. When the connections are such as to form only
one path for the flow of electricity, as in Fig. 11, the elements
of the circuit are connected in series. If a series circuit is
opened at any point, the current is cut off from the entire circuit.
Sources of electromotive force are connected in series when

e
FIG.

15

If the terminals of one cell are interchanged so that its
positive terminal is joined to the positive terminal of another
cell and its negative terminal to another negative terminal, this
cell will not be in true series with the others. Its electromotive
force will be in opposition to that of the other cells. In such a
case its voltage would be deducted from the sum of the voltage
of the other cells, in order to determine the voltage across the
outside terminals.
60. Resistances in Series.-When resistance units or conductors are connected in series, the combined resistance is
equal to the sum of the resistances of the units or conductors.
To illustrate, consider the circuit of Fig. 15, in which generator a
sends current through conductors b, c, d, and e, all having the
same length but different sectional areas and therefore different
resistances. If the resistances, in ohms, of the conductors are
b=8, c= 12, d=22, and e=34, then the four conductors in
series have a resistance of 8+12+22+34=76 ohms, which is
t he external resistance of the circuit. If the internal resistance
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of the generator is 5 ohms, the total resistance of the circuit is
76+5=81 ohms.
The resistance fonnula for series circuits is
R=r1+r2+r3

. di te the directions of the electromotive forces
The atrows m ca
.
. . ·
sed
.
. W h.lCh electricity flows 1f the
ctrcwt
1s c1o al·
the direCt lOD 1ll
•
.
.
or such a case, the current in the external ctrcwt w~ ~ equ
~ the sum of all the currents from the fived ckells mth paralltalegle.
.
. bl current an eep e vo
Therefore, to mcrease the avat1~ ~
For exam le, if the
the same, the parallel connection IS us~
. tance~o form a
conductors a and b are connected thro~g ; rests res the total
closed circuit, and if each cell s~pp~tes. ;~f=
amperes.
current through the external ciicwt IS
a.- +

in which R= the total resistance, and r~, r2, r3,=individua1
resistances, of which any number can be added.
PARALLEL GROUPING

61. P arallel or Shunt Circuit.-A circuit that is divided
into two or more branches, each· branch transmitting part of
the current, is a shunt circuit, and the separate branches
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arc said to be in parallel, or multiple. The divided circuit
shown in Fig. 16 consists of a generator a as a source of electromotive force and the conductors b and c carrying current to
the lamps d and e. The lamps d and e with their leads afford
two current paths between conductors b and c and are therefore
in parallel with each other. The two parallel paths formed by
the lamps d and e are independent of each other, so that either
path could be broken without interfering with the flow of
electricity through the other path. The arrows indicate the
direction of the flow of cutrent.
62. Cells in Paralle L-Sources of electmmotive force, such
as cells or batleries, arc connected in para1lel, or multiple, when
all their positive terminals are joined to one conductor and
all their negative terminals to another conductor, as illustrated
in Fig. 17 (a}. Symbols are used to represent the same arrangement in view b. The electromotive force between the two
conductors a and b is the same as any one of the equal sources.

b,
(b)
FIG. 17

· · I·n paralJel
Similar Resistances in Parallel.-JOJmng
.
·
.
d
f
the
same stze and
two conductors of the same matena1 an
length is equivalent to making one conductor twtce as 1ardge abs
. . d · The result
either one of the two JOme
. .is the. same. as
tan oub ling the size of the conductor, which dtvtdes J.ts res~ ~~
two Adding a third conductor of the same stze an rna f th
. . three t.lmes a s large .as.any one o
e
.11 · ake the combmatwn
WI m
.
.
d
h
Sundar
statements
three and the resistance one-thtr as muc · .
Wh
en
hold •true for any number of cond uct ors m parallel. .
several conductors of the same size, ~ength, and ma7n~s
. . ed ·n parallel the combined reststance of all o t em 1S
JOID
1
'
di .ded b the
equivalent to the resistance of each conductor V1
y
number joined. By formula,
r
R=-n
63

° · .

ru:e
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in which R =combined resistance of a number of equal conductors joined in parallel;
r=resistance of each conductor;
n=number of conductors.

in ~hich R=combined resistance of several resistances in
parallel;
r, r~o r2, etc.=individual resistances;
G =combined conductance in parallel.
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EXAiMPLE.-What is the combined resistance of a group of 11 incandescent lamps in parallel, if the resistance of each lamp is 220 ohms?
220
SoLUTION.-By the fonnula, R=lt=20 oluns. Ans.

64. Unlike Resistances in P arallel.- The longer the conductor of a given size and given material the greater its resistance, and also the larger the conductor of a given length and
material the smaller its resistance. When two or more resistances of the same material and of equal or unequal values are
connected in paralJel between any two points or conductors, as
indicated by the resistances r
r1, Tz, Fig. 18, the result i~
equivalent to increasing the
size of any one of the conductors forming the resistances
and hence decreasing th;
F•c. 1s
resistance. In other words
the combined resistance of
th~ two or more resistances in parallel will be less than the
resistance of any one of them.
When resistances are connected in parallel, their individual
conductances or the reciprocals of the resistances are added t
~d the combined conductance. The reciprocal of this com~
bmed ~nductance is the joint resistance of the group of resis~ces m parallel. For example, if the values of the three
reststances in parallel, shown in the diagram, are r=3 ohms
r1 =4 ohms, and r2 =6 ohms, their combined conductance i~
~ mho+i_mho+t mho=-fi=~ mho. The combined resistance
4 -l.l ohms
ts the rectprocal of t~· or 1 ~;!_
-1 x ~By f ormu1as
• •3
•
1 1 1
G = - +-+-. etc.
(1)
Tt

T

and

R-l..- G- 1

T2

1

1 1 ' etc.
-+-+r T1 r 2

(2)

EXAMPLE 1.-Find: (a) the conductance, and (b) the resistance of four
resistances in parallel, their individual resistances being ! ohm, 2 ohms,
3 ohms, and 6 ohms.
SoLUTION.-(a) Since the individual resistances are t, 2, 3, and 6 ohms,

1

respectively, the individual conductances are 1= 3; !;
respectively.
By formula 1, G=3+!+i+t=4 mhos.
(b) By formula 2,

1

R=c;=i ohm.

t; and t mhos

Ans.

Ans.

EXAMPLE 2.-Find the combined resistance of four resistances in
parallel, their resistances, in ohms, being S, 8, 16, and 80, respectively

SoLUTlON.-By formula 2
1
1 1
s s 1
R 1 1 1 1 32=2= 1 X2=2= 22ohms. Ans.
s+s+16+so 8o s

FIG.

19

65. P arallel-series Grouping .-The parallel-series or
multiple-series method of grouping cells is shown in Fig. 19.
In such an arrangement there are two cells in series in each
group and the series groups are connected in parallel. The
voltage between the conductors a and b is the sum of the voltages
of any group of two cells in series. If the external circuit were
closed, the current in it would be the sum of the currents in the
three series groups that are connected in parallel.
When equal resistance units, in place of cells, are connected
in this manner, the resistance of each series group of two units is
equal to twice the resistance of one unit and the resistance of all
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th~ series groups in parallel is equal to the resistance of one
senes group divided by the number of groups connected i
11
parallel.

known as Ohm's law and represents the r elation that exists, i~ a
direct-cur-rent circuit, between t he three factors, electromottve
force, current, and resistance.
.
.
If the value of the electromotiv~ force !s expressed m volts,
the cwTent in amperes, and the reststance m ohms, the law may
he stated in the form of a formula as follows :
volts
amperes= ohms

~6. ~eries-Parallel Grouping.- The combination of devices
as m_ Ftg. 20, may be said to form a series-parallel or seriesmultiple connection. The three groups a, b, and care connected
in series, each group having four devices, such as lamps• 111
·
parallel.
'!he com~ined resis~nce of_the devices grouped in parallclsenes or senes-parallel ts obtained by combining the proces
already. given for series a~d for. parallel circuits. That is,~;
the deVJces are connected m senes their resistances are to be
a
b
~
added and if the devices are connected in parallel t heir conductances
are to be added.
For example, if each device in the
diagram
has a resistance of 3 ohms•
FJG. 20
th
e conductance of each is } mho
~~the conductan~ of the four devices _in each group is 4X ~
-:r mhos. The reststance of each group 1s therefore 1-:-t = 1 X
t =~ohm, and of the three groups in series 3 X t =t= 2,1- ohm
If the four devices in each group have the same rc:istanC:
and no two groups have the same resistance, the resistance of
each group can be found separately and the resistances of the
three groups added to find the total resistance.
OHM'S LAW
FORMULA AND DIAGRAM

.67._ Statement of Law.- The flow of electricit y increases
wtth mcreased electromotive force and decreases with increased
resistance. An electromotive force of 1 volt applied to a directcurrent circuit will force a current of 1 ampere through a resistance of 1 ohm. Through this same resistance of 1 ohm an
electr~motive force of 2 volts will send a current of 2 am~.
~hu~ tt_may be seen that the strength of direct current in any
c~~t lS equal to the electromotive force acting in the circuit
diVJded by the resistance of the circuit. This statement is
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By transposing the terms, the Jaw may also be stated as
follows:
volts=amperesXohms
volts
ohms amperes
It is customary in such formulas to represent the terms by
letters as follows:
E
E
I = R' E=IR, and R=-y
in which
and

I = current, in amperes;
E=electromotive force, in volts;
R=resistance, in ohms.

68. Ohm's Law Diagram.- The relative positions of the
three letters I E and R in the formulas just stated may be
indicated by the ~sc of Fig. 21. Consider the horizontal line
as indicating division between the value in the
upper half of the circle and the values in the lower
half of the circle, and the short vertical line as
indicating multiplication between the two values
on either side of the vertical line in the lower half
Ftc. 21
of the circle. To express the formula for the current I , place the finger over I in the diagram wd read the
E
other two values as K To express the formula for E, place
the finger over E and read the other two values as IX R. To
l'Xpress the formula for R, place the finger over R, and read
E
the other two values as T
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ExAMPLE 1.- I f an electric lamp has a resistance of 220 0 h
·
ms ' what
curren t w ill 1"t carry w h en connected w1th
a 110-volt circuit?
SoLUTION.-The electromotive force E=-110 volts and R-2 2
then, by applying the formula,
0 ohms;
110 1
l=220=2 amp.

Ans.

EXAMPLE 2.-What is the resistance of a 550-watt 11
flat iron?
• 0-volt electric
SoLUTION.-The first step is to find the current. It has bee
.
that the power in watts= volts X amperes. Then 550 . tts _ 11 n explamed
wa - OXampercs,
and therefore. amperes=550+ 110=5. By Ohm's law
E 110
,
R=- =--)- =22 ohms. Ans.
1
ExAMPLE 3.-What voltage will cause a current f 5
.
. b .
.
o
amperes m a
d ev1cc. avmg a re&~stance of 16 ohms?
SoLITfiON.-By Ohm's law, E=IR=5X16 = 80 volts.

Ans.

EXAMPLBS FOR PRACTICE

1. An automobile wind-shield defroster takes 5
f
"t Wh .
amperes rom a 6-volt
v~:~ ctrcw .
at 1s the resistance of the defroster?
Ans· 1· 2 ohms

ba+-+~ .

_2· A short circuit is made accidentally by placing a wire of 1 0 h
reststance across a 110-volt circuit. What was the
tar
·
~
the circuit?
momen Y current m
Ans. 1,100 amp
3 . Three restSto:S,
.
on~ 12.2 ohms, one 10.5 ohms, and a third of 4 8
ohms are connected m sertes. How much current flows when the ...,
:
connected across a 110-volt circuit?
·
Ans.,.oup IS
. 4amp
4. Thr~ resistors, one 10 ohms, one 5 ohms, and a third of 2 ohms are
connected m parallel. H_ow much current flows when the group is connected across a 110-volt Circuit?
A ns. 88 amp
5. What ~oltag~ ~ill be _required on a circuit supplying current to 3
65-ohm electnc bell if 1t reqrures .2 ampere to ring it?
Ans. 13 vol~
DROP, OR FALL, JN POTEN'l'IAL

69. Drop in Pressure in Water System.- The amount of
water that will flow through a pipe in a given t ime depends on
the head_, or pressure, acting on the water, and on the resistance
o~ the ~tpe. If a given head, or pressure, is assumed, a large
ptpe WJU pass more water in a given time than a small one
bec~use the_ large pipe has less resistance than the small one:
A P•pe that 1s clean and smooth inside will pass more water in a
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given time than a similar pipe that is rough, rusty, or otherwise
obstructed, because the clean pipe offers less resistance to the
flow of water. If a pipe offered a very slight resistance to the
flow of water, a very small head, or pressure, would be sufficient
to cause a large flow of water through it; but all pipes have
resistance, and the head, or pressure, is partly used up in overcoming this resistance.
.
It is assumed, for illustration, that the tank a, Fig. 22, is kept
full of water, so that the head or height b of water is constant
and causes a pressure of 10 pounds per square inch at the
bottom, where a long horizontal pipe cis connected at d. At
positions d and e, gages f and g are placed for measuring the

-------T --I
I
b

r

g

'CII

F1c. 22

pressure of the water. If the pipe c be plugged at the far end,
the pressure throughout the length of the pipe will be the same
as that indicated by a gage f connected at a point d close to the
tank; but as soon as the plug is removed and water begins to
flow, the pressure ate, indicated by gage g, becomes less than
at d, because some of the pressure is used in forcing the water
to flow against the pipe resistance between d and e. The drop in
pressure, as indicated by. the difference in the readings of the
pressure gages f and g, is the head, or pressure, used in overcoming the intervening pipe resistance.
If the pipe line consists of a series of large and small pipes of
equal length, the drop in pressure from end to end of a small
pipe will be greater than that of a large one, because the greater
resistance of the smaller pipe requires more pressure to force
the given flow of water through it. The drop in pressure dis-
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tributes itself through the pipe line according to the resistance
encountered; the greatest drop takes place in the pipe of greatest. resistance.
70. Drop in Potential in Electric Circuits.- The voltage of a
battery, or of any other source, sending current through a circuit
distributes itself throughout the circuit according to the manner
in which the resistance of that circuit is distributed. Suppose
that a battery sends a current through a series of conductors
arranged as in Fig. 23, where B is the battery, ah a resistance
B

r-----.1

IIIII I 1-'-+_ a

e
Ftc. 23

of _a certain value, cd a resistance of greater value, and ef a
res1stance of greater value than cd. These resistances, together
with that of the battery, are all in series, constituting a simple
series circuit. The current is the same in all and its actual
value is obtained by dividing the voltage of the battery by the
sum of all the resistances, including thJ! internal resistance of the
battery. Each section of t he resistance utilizes part of the
total voltage, and since a greater potential difference is required
to send a certain current through a high resistance than through
a low one, more of the voltage of the battery will be used in
~nding the given current through section ef than through secbon cd, and more in sending the current cd than through ab.
If an open occurs anywhere in the circuit, the resistance of the
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air at the break is so great that no current flows. Hence
there is no loss in potential in the wires. Under such conditions,
the full voltage of the battery is obtained at the break.
71. Determining Drop· of PotentiaL-When considering a
circuit in which a current flows, it is usually the a"ternal circuit
that demands attention and not the internal circuit, although
both must be considered in certain problems. In any part of
the external circuit, the relation existing between the resistance
of that part, the drop in potential across it, and the current flow
is exactly the same as the relation existing between the total
resistance of the circuit, its total electromotive force, and the
current flow. In any circuit, all of the electromotive force is
used up in forcing current through the various parts of the
circuit. If it is desired to determine the drop in volts E
between certain point in a circuit when the resistance R of the
section and the current I are known, the Ohm's law formula
E=IR should be used.
If there is a certain voltage drop between the source and a
device connected to the circuit at a distance from the source,
the voltage at the device equals the voltage at the source minus
the voltage drop in the conductors leading to the de~ce.
To illustrate, in Fig. 23, it is assumed that the resLStances of
ab, cd, and ef are j, H. and 2 ohms, respectively, and that_the
battery B has an electromotive force of 8 volts. Then, smce
the total resistance of the circuit is !+1!+2=4 ohms (neglecting an internal resistance of the battery and of the connecting
E 8
leads from the battery), the current I= R =4=2 amperes.
Therefore, the drop of potential, or voltage drop in ab is E=IR
=2X!=1 volt; the voltage drop in cd is 2Xll=3 volts, and
the voltage drop in ef is 2 X2 =4 volts. The sum of thes~ voltage drops is 1+3+4=8 volts, which is the voltage applied to
the circuit by the battery B.
EXAMPLE 1.-If electric lamps requiring 25 amperes at 110 volts are
ted 100 feet from a source of electromotive force and the current
through conductors that have a total resistance ?f l ohm, (a) what
. ......
• -=~ed at the source? (b) \Vhat rs the voltage drop
voltage must be roam
per foot of conductor?

1

::::sses
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SoLUTrON.-(a) The total drop E=IR=25X!=S volts; the source of
electromotive force must therefore be 110+5= 115 volts. Ans.
(b) The voltage drop per foot is 5+200(100 ft. each way) =.025 volt.
Ans.
EXMtPLE 2.-lf an electric motor 500 feet from the source of electromotive force is supp~ed with 5 amperes of current that causes a voltage
drop of 12 in the line, (a) what must be the line resistance? (b) What
is the resistance of each conductor?

SoLUTION.-(a) The line resista nce

R=~=~2 =2.4 ohms.

Ans.

(b) The line has two conductors, and the resistance of each must be onehalf of the total line resistance or 2.4+2 = 1.2 ohms. Ans.

....

120 Volts

!

'V'

<£
(\1

v

11?-

tO Ohms

2. Ten lamps of 220 ohms each are connected in parallel across a
volt circuit. (a) What is the combined resistance of all the lamps ~
arallel? (b) What will be the total current when aU the lamps are m
p
·
{ (a) 22 ohms
operation?
Ans. (b) 5 amp

.AA
'V

12Amperes
200hms
..#\/\,

' v \1\r

v

6Amperes

Frc. 24
DIVIDED CIRCUITS

72. Total Current From Branch Currents.-If a circuit is
divided into several branches in parallel, each branch will carry
current in accordance with Ohm's law, and the total current in
the circuit will equal the sum of the currents in the branches.
A divided circuit having three branches is shown in Fig. 24.
As indicated in the illustration, there is a voltage drop of 120
across the three resistances 5, 10, and 20 ohms, respectively,
that are connected in parallel. The current in the 5-ohm
1
branch is I=~=
= 24 amperes; in the 10-ohm branch \~0

;o

,

:::42 amperes, which agrees with the number of amperes foun~
by adding the currents in the three branches. In problems o
this kind the total current can be found by either of the methods
stated.
~- Two resistances of 30 and 20 ohms, respectively, are connected in
parallel. Find (a) their joint resistance; (b) their joint conductance.
(a) 12 ohms
Ans. { (b) -h mho

E

24Ampeies

73. Total Current From Total R esistance.-The c~mbine.d
resistance of the three branches, Fig. 24, is found by addin~ their
conductances and taking the reciprocal of the sum, as preVIously
.
.
1
1 _ 1 20 =2.!1- ohms. The
explruned, namely,
7X 7
1
1 1 1
s+10+2o 20
. 120
7
total current through the combined resistance IS 2f = 120X20

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE

f
a.

50hms
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120

= 12 amperes, and in the 20-ohm branch w=6 amperes.

The

total current in the circuit will then be 24+12+6=42 amperes.

3 What voltage must be impressed on a 20-ohm circuit to cause
·
Ans. 120 volts
6 amperes of current?
4. If it is desired to limit the current through a 70-ohm device ~
2 amperes from a 220-volt circuit, what must ~ the value of the additional resistance connected in series with the deVIce?
Ans. 40 ohms

s. FoUI" resistances of 2, <!, S, and 10 ohms, ~pectively, are connected in parallel across a 220-volt circuit. Detennme: (a) the current
t hrough each branch; (b) the total current.
(a) 110, 55, 44, and 22 amp
Ans. { (b) 231 amp

4R
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The common unit of surface area is the square inch, which
represents a square measuring 1 inch on each side. Thus, if
one side of a rectangular surface measured 2 inches and the
other side 3 inches, the surface area is 2 X3 =6 square inches.
The area, therefore, is composed of 6 unit squares each measuring 1 inch on each side.
Now consider a surface area represented by a circle 3 inches
in diameter. The formula for the area of a cricle is

ELECTRICAL P ROPERTIES OF CONDUCTORS
AREAS AND UNITS OF MEASURMENTS

74. Cross-Sectional Area.-A cross-section of a conductor
is the surface formed by cutting the conductor square across
in a plane at right angles, or perpendicular to its length. If a
round, or cylindrical, conductor ab, Fig. 25, is cut squarely
across, the end is a cross-section. If the conductor is solid, the
cross-section is solid, as at c, view (a); if the conductor is
b
-·-~

1i

~·

~. ~~ I
(b)

it

6

a

6

[

(a)
FIG. 25

I

in which
A =area of circle, in square inches;
and
d=diameter of circle, in inches.
By substituting
3 1 16
A= ·
x:rz= .7854X9=7.069 square inches

i

0

0
f

I ~

l

- 4

0

(c")
(£

A- 7rd2

~

· ~

f

tubular, the cross-section is hollow, as in view (b). A crosssection shows the shape of the conductor at the place where the
section is taken. For example, if the section is a circle, as at c,
the conductor ab is round wire either solid or tubular; if the
section is a rectangle as at j, views (c) and (d), the conductor
de is a rectangular bar in the form of either a ribbon, or a strip,
as in (c), or a square, as in (d) . Conductors in each of the
forms shown are used.
75. Circular Measure.-Electrical conductors are usually
round and it becomes necessary, therefore, to consider methods
of calculating the resistance of such conductors at different
lengths and diameters. To indicate the area of round conductors, circular units are often used.
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This equation shows that a circle 3 inches in diameter is equivalent to 7.069 unit squares, each side measuring 1 inch.
The area represented by a circle 1 inch in diameter is called
a circular inch. The number of square inches in a circular inch
is found by the same formula, or
=3.1416XP .7854 square m
. ch
4
Since a circle 3 inches in diameter contains 7.069 square inches
and since 1 circular inch contains .7854 square inch, the 3-inch
circle will contain 7.069-7.7854=9 circular inches. Therefore,
the number of circular inches in a 3-inch circle is the square of
the number of inches in the diameter.
A

76. Mil, Square M il, and Circular Mil.~The mil is a unit
of length and is equal to one-thousandth of an inch. Thus,

~O i.nch; 1 inch= 1,000 mils; ! inch=500
1
mils; 250 mils=i,incll; and so on. This unit of length is used
to express dimension of conductois and thickness of insulation.
The circular mil is a unit of area and is equal to the area
of a circle having a diameter of 1 mil. This unit is used for
measuring the cross-sectional area of conductors, since the
1 mil =.001 or
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circular inch is too large. To find circular inches it is only
necessary to square the diameter in inches, and in a similar
manner it is only necessary to square the diameter of a conductor
expressed in mils to find the area in circular mils. Thus, if a
round conductor is 100 mils in diameter, its sectional area is
100X 100=10,000 circular mils, and a wire 1 inch, or 1,000 mils
in diameter has a sectional area of l,OOOX1,000=1,000,ooO
circular mils.
The square mil is the area represented by a square each
side of which measures one mil. The difference in area between
the square mil and circular mil may be visualized by reference
to Fig. 26, in which the side of the square and the diameter of
the circle are each assumed to measure 1 mil. The actual
measurements are much greater, but the circle and square are
drawn in this manner to show more
clearly the difference in area. It has
been shown in connection with the circular inch that the square is larger than
the circle and that the area of t he circle is
.7854 times the area of the square.
In the illustration, assume that the
diameter of the circle or the side of the
square measures 100 mils. The square of
this value is 10,000 and when expressed in circular mils represents the area of the circle. H this value is expressed in
square mils, the area will represent the square. The area of
the circle, in square mils, is obtained by multiplying area of
the 'square, expressed in square mils, by .7854. Thus 10,000
X. 7854 = 7,854 square mils. Also, to find the area of the square
in circular mils it is necessary to divide the area of the square,
expressed in square mils by .7854. Thus 10,000-:- .7854= 12,732
circular mils. This calculation shows that if the area of any
conductor is given in square mils, the area in circular mils is
obtained by dividing by .7854. Also, when the area of any
conductor is given in circ111ar mils, the number of square
mils is obtained by multiplying by .785-!. The relations
between the square mil, circular mil, square inch, and circular
inch may therefore be expressed as follows:
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1 circular mil = .7854 square mil
1 square mil = _ 1 = 1.273 circular mils
7854
1 square inch = 1,000,000 square mils
1 square inch = 1,273,000 circular mils
1 circular inch=785,400 square mils.
ExAMPLE 1.-Find the sectional area, in circular mils, of a conductor
in.
with a cross-section ~ in.

X:

SoLUTION.-

! in.= .1 2S in.= 125 mils;! in.=.375 in.=375 mils.

.
.
12SX375 -g
A s
Crrcular mils= _ ,. =:> •683 ·
n ·
785
EXAMPLE 2.-Find the sectional area in circular mils of a conductor
with a cross-section 1 inch square.
SoLUTION.-

1 in.= 1,000 mils.

. u1 ar rru·1s_I,OOOXI,000=1273237.
Ans.
_
,
•
C rrc
7854
EXAMPLE 3.-The diameter o{ No. 14 wire was found to be ~.J. mils.
What is the area of the conductor in circular mils and in square mils?
SoLUTION.-circular rnils=64X64=4,096.
Square rnils=4,096X.7854 =3,219
EXAMPLE 4.-Jf a ribbon-shaped rond~ctor must be 120 mils t!'"ck and
must have a sectional area o{ approxirn.'ltely 46,000 circular mils, what
must be the "1\;dth of the section?
SoLUTION.--square mils=.785-IX ..'6000
,
= 36128
,
• and 36,128+120
=301 mils. Ans.
BXA~PLES

FOR PRACTICE

1. What is the sectional area, in circular mils, of a conductor with a
rectangular cross-section 160 mils by 375 mils?
Ans. 76,400, near.ly
2. A ribbon-shaped conductor ~ inch thick must ha~e a ~ectio~al a:ea
· tel 56 000 circular mils; what must be 1ts w1dth m mils?
f
o approXliDa y
,
Ans. 351.8
3

What is the sectional area, in circular mils, of a wire l inch in
Ans. 15,625

dia~eter?

77. Wire Gages.-A wire gage is a tool for determining the
diameter of wires. One form of gage is shown in Fig. 27. The
bare wire is slipped into the slot that just holds it, and _the reading of the number of the slot gives the size of th~ wrre. The
number on the slot is the gage number and thts number IS
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TABLE ll

ordinarily used in designating the size of the wire. The gage
numbers for the common sizes of wires are given in Table II.
The first four numbers, 0000, 000, 00, and 0 are often written
4-0, 3-0, 2-0, and 1-Q and are pronounced four naught, three
naught, two naught, and one naught.
Wire for electrical conductors in the United States is nearly
always specified by the American wire gage (Awg.), also
known as the Brown & Sharpe Gage (B & S gage). Each decrease

STANDARD ANNEALED COPPER WIRE

Size of Wu-e

A.W.G.

0000
000
()()

0

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
1-l

FrG. 27

of one in the gage number designates a wire approximately
26 per cent larger in sectional area, and each decrease of three
gage numbers designates a wire of approximately two times the
sectional area. Thus, a No. 12 (Awg) wire is 26 per cent
larger than a No. 13, and No. 10 is twice as large as No. 13.
78. Wire Table.-The size, resistance, and weight of average commercial copper for the commonly used sizes of wire arc
given in Table II. The values are those given in a working
table published by the United States Bureau of Standards, and
have been commonly accepted in the United States. The
values in this table are approximate, but are sufficiently accurate
for practically all electrical calculations.
The values of circular mils given in the third column should

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

I

Diameter
of Wire
Mils

460
410
365
325
289
258
229
20-!
182
162
14-l
128

114102
91
81
72
64
57
51
45
40
36
32
~8.5

25.3
22.6
20.1
17.9
15.9
14.2
12.6
11.3
10.0
8.9
8.0

Circular
Mils

212,000
168,000
133,000
106,000
83,700
66,.100
52,600
41,700
33,100
26,300
20,800
16,500
13,100
10,400
8,230
6,530
5,180
4,110
3,260
2,580
2,050
1,620
1,290
1,020
810
6-12
509
40-1320
254
202
160
127
101

79.7
63.2

I

I

Ohms per
1.000 Feet
at 6SO F. or 2ff' C.

.0500
.062
.078
.098

.12.1
.156
.197
.248
.313
.395
..J98
.628
.792
.998
1.26
1.59
2.00
2.53
3.18
4.02
5.06
6.39
8.05
10.15
12.80
16.14
20.36
25.67
32.37
40.81
51.47
64.90
81.83
103.2
130.1
16-1.1

Pounds per
1.000 Feet

6-ll
508
403
319
253
201
159
126
100
79.5
63.0
50.0
39.6
31.4
24.9
19.8
15.7
12.4
9.86
7.82
6.20
4.91
3.9l)
3.09
2.45
1.94
1.54
1.22
.970
. 769
.610
.484
.384
.304
.241
.191
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be the square of the diameter of the wire in mils as given in the
second column. Any instances where the values in the third
column are not the exact squares of those given in the second
column are due to the fact that the values in the third column
are calculated from more nearly accurate values than those
given in the second column.

The resistance of a conductor depends on its length as well
as on its material and cross-section. This resistance is directly
proportional to its length so that a con~uctor twi~e as long ~~
another of the same material and size will have twice the resistance.
.
It has been shown that the resistance of a conductor depends
on the material and is directly proportional to the length and
inversely proportional to the sectional area. Thus, the resistance of a conductor at a given temperature may be determined
by multiplying the resistance in ohms per mil-foot at tha:
temperature by the length in feet and dividing by the area or
the conductor in circular mils. The statement expressed in the
form of an equation is.
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79. Specific Resistance.- The specific resistance, or
resistivity of a material is the resistance of a section of the
material having certain dimensions. I n electrical work resistivities are commonly expressed in ohms per mil-foot, the
dimensions in this case referring to a conductor 1 mil in diameter
and 1 foot in length. The resistance of a mil-foot of commercial
copper wire at 20° C. is 10.37 ohms, but for ordinary work this
value may be considered as 10.4 ohms. Resistivity may also
be expressed in ohms per centimeter cube or in ohms per inch
cube. In either case, the length of the path for which the
resistance is expressed is 1 unit and its cross-section 1 unit square,
that is, either 1 centimeter long by 1 square centimeter crosssection, or 1 inch long by 1 square inch cross-section.
80. Laws of Resistance.-Any wire may be considered as
being made up of a group of parallel wires, each individual
wire having a sectional area of 1 circular mil. It has been
explained that, for a parallel group of similar conductors, the
total resistance is equal to the resistance of one conductor
divided by the number of conductors. The larger the conductor
the smaller will be the resistance. Thus, if the resistance of a
circular-mil wire of a certain length and material is known, it is
possible to find the resistance of a conductor of same material
and length regardless of its diameter.
·
EXAMPLE.- T he resistance of one circular mil of a certain conductor is
200 ohms. What is the resistance of a round conductor of the same
material and length, if the diameter is .02 inch.
SoLUTION.- .02 in.=20 mils.
Area of conductor=20X20=400 circular mils.
Resist.ance=200+400=.5 ohm. Ans.

R=:.!_
a
in which R=resistance, in ohms;
r=resistivity or resistance of 1 mil-foot, in ohms;
l=length, in feet;
and
a=sectional area, in circular mils.
If the resistivity is given in ohms per centimeter cube, the l
in the equation must be expressed in centimeters and the a in
square centimeters. In a similar manner, if r is given in ohms
per inch cube, the l in the equation must be expressed in inches
and the a in square inches. Also, if the resistivity is expressed
in microhms, the total resistance will be expressed in microhms.
EXAMPLE.-Calculate the resistance of 2,000 feet of No. 6 copper wire,
using a resistivity of 10.-1 ohms per mil·foot.
SoLUTION.-Substituting the values r=10.4, l=2,000, and a = 26,300
circular mils (Table II), gives
I0.4-X2,000 791 ohm Ans.
R
26,300
.
•

81. Power Loss Due to Resistance.-The formula p=El
is used for finding the power in electrical circuits as previously
explained. According to Ohm's law, E=IR, and by substituting this value for E in the power formula, there is obtained
p=I(IR)=Pfl
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This formula is used for finding the heat energy, in watts,
developed by a flow of current through a conductor. The
amount of heat is directly proportional to the resistance and to
the square of the current.

(centigrade) decrease in temperature below 20° C. In other
words, for every degree of change in temperature from 20° C.,
the resistance of the wire changes .00393 ohm for every ohm
resistance it has at 20° C. This change in resistance per ohm
per degree is called the temperature coeffi~ent and is practically
constant for the various conductor matenals.
If the resistance of certain conductors is 12 ohms at 20° C.,
the increase in resistance per degree rise is 12 X .00393 = .047
ohm. When the temperature increases 10° C., the increase in
resistance will be 10X.047 = .47 ohm. Then the resistance
at the increased temperature or 30° C. is 12+.47 = 12.47 ohms.
This process may be expressed by the equation
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EXAliPLE.- A certain lamp takes .91 ampere when connected to a circuit
of the proper voltage. If the resistance of the lamp is 122 ohms, what is
the amount of power required to heat the filament?
SoLUTION.-Substituting in the equation P= I•R, P= .91"X 122 = 100
watts, approx.

82. Resistivity of Other M etals.-Copper is most widely
used as a conductor, although aluminum and sometimes iron
are used. The resistivity of aluminum is 17 ohms per milfoot at 20° C. as compared with 10.4 for copper at the same
temperature. However, aluminum is much lighter in weight,
and for equal lengths and weights, aluminum conductor has
less resistance than copper.
The resistivity of iron and steel is about seven times that of
copper and for this reason can not be used economically, except
where it is possible to use a conductor of large sectional area or
where only a small current is to be transmitted. Alloys of
copper, nickel, and zinc have a much greater resistivity, but
these materials are not often used as conductors.
83. Change of R esistance With T emperature.- The resistance of a conductor increases with an increase in temperature
and decreases with a decrease in temperature. When current
increases in a conductor, more electrons are set in motion with
more collisions with the molecules. The greater agitation of
the molecules increases the temperature of the conductor, and
the opposition to movement of the electrons from this increased
agitation results in an increase in resistance. In making electrical calculations, some knowledge must be obtained in regard
to the amount of increase or decrease in resistance with change
in temperature.
The resistance of a copper wire increases .393 of 1 per cent,
or .00393 per cent, for each degree (centigrade) increase in
temperature above 20° C. Also, the resistance of a copper wire
decreases .393 of 1 per cent,·or .00393 per cent, for each degree
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R,=R2o+R20X .00393 X (t-t,;o)
in which R,=resistance at any temperature t;
R2o= resistance at temperature of 20° C. (t2o)
Then by substituting
R, = 12+ 12 X .00393 X (30- 20)
= 12+12X.00393X10=12+.47= 12.47 ohms.
ExAMFLE 1.-lf the resistance of a copper wire is .823 ohm at. 20° C.,
what is its resistance at 55° C.?
SournoN.-Using the formula o( this article
R 1 = .823+.823X.00393X (55-20)
=.823+.113=.936 ohm. Ans.
EXAYPLE 2.-Find the resistance of 500 feet o( No. 14 copper wire at:
(a) 45° C.; {b) 75° C.; {c) 8° C.
SoLUTION.-(a) The resistance of copper at 20° C. is 10.4 ohms per mil·
foot and the cross-sectional area of No. l-l wire (Table II) is -!,110 circular
mils. By the formula of Art. 80 the resistance of the wire at 20° C. is

R rl
a

10.4-XSOO 1.2627 ohms.
4,110

Then the resistance at 45° C. is
R, = 1.2627 + 1.2627 X .00393 X {45- 20}
= 1.2627+.124=1.39 ohms.
(b) The resistance of the wire at 75° C. is
R, = 1.2627 1.2627 X .00393 X (75- 20)
= 1.2627 .2728 = 1.54 ohms.

+
+

(c) At 8° C.

R 1 = 1.2627+ 1.2G27X .00393X (8- 20)
= 1:2627-.0595 = 1.2 ohms. Ans.
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EXA.MPLBS FOR PRACTICE

Calculate the resistance of 1,000 feet of N 10
.
(a) 20° C.; (b) 75° C.
o.
copper IVlre at:
Ans {(a) 1 ohm
. (b) 1.22 ohms
2. Calculate the resistance of 5 000 feet of No 12
·
'
. copper wtre at 55o C.
.
Ans. 9.07 ohms
3. Calculate the resiStance of 5 miles of No 0 co
·
·
pper Wtre at 20° c.
Ans. 2.59 ohms
l.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
Notice to Students.-Study the l nstructwn Paper lhoror~ghly before
w answer these q11eslions. Read each question carefully and
be sure you understand it; thet~ write the best amwer yot~ can. When yo11r

)'<Jf~ aJt~mpt

answers are completed, examit~ tlz~m closely, correct all the errors yo" cat~
fitul, and see that every question is answered; then mail your work to 11s.

(1) Name three factors upon whlch the resistance of a
conductor depends.

(2) If a motor takes 34 amperes from a 220-volt line, what
is the approximate horsepower input?
(3) At 10.4 ohms per mil foot at 20° C., what is the resistance of 5 miles of No. 00 copper trolley wire at 35° C.?
(4) (a) By means of letters give three forms of the formula
that is used to express Ohm's law. (b) Tell what each letter of
the formula represents.
(5) Explain the difference between conductance and
resistance.
(6) What is the name of the instrument commonly used to
measure (a) current? (b) voltage?
(7) According to the electron theory, explain the difference
between conductors and insulators.
(8) What voltage is required at the terminals of an electrical device that has a resistance of 22 ohms in order to maintain
a current of 5 amperes through it?
(9) A circuit divides into four branches of 1, 2, 4, and 5 ohms,
respectively. If the voltage across the branches is 10, find (a)
the current in each branch; (b) the total current.
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(10)

What is meant by (a) a polarized cell or battery?

(b) a depolarizer?

(11) State (a) the number of watts in one horsepower; (b)
the number of horsepower in one kilowatt; (c) the number of
foot-pounds in one Btu.
(12) (a) Find the combined conductance of 4 conductors in
parallel if their individual resistances are 2, 6, 8, and 24 ohms,
respectively. (b) Find the value of the combined resistance from
the conductance.
(13) When a current of 20 amperes is flowing through a
circuit and the terminal voltage is 110, what is the rate, expressed
in watts, at which electrical energy is being expended?
(14) (a) What is a thermoelectric couple? (b) What is the
relation between the heat applied to a thermoelectric couple and
the current through the measuring instrument?
(15) If a motor operates continuously 8 hours per day for
26 days per month, taking steadily 20 amperes from a 220-volt
circuit, how many kilowatt-hours does it use per month?
(16) (a) What is a grounded circuit? (b) Draw a diagram
of a ground-return circuit.
(17) How is the cross-sectional area of round copper conductors usually expressed?
(18) (a) Name four good conducting materials.
four good insulating materials.

(b) Name

(19) If 40 amperes are supplied to a group of lamps t hrough
conductors which have a total resistance of i ohm (a) what is
the drop in potential in the circuit conductors leading to the
lamps? (b) What must be the voltage impressed on the circuit
if the voltage at the lamp terminals is 110?
(20) What are (a) external circuits?

(b) internal circuits?

Mail your work on this lesson as soon as you have finished it
and looked it over carefully. DO NOT HOLD IT until another
leaao.n ia ready.

